By signing this Memorandum of Understanding, I, ___________________________, acknowledge that I understand that the course GVPT 429A: Problems in Political Behavior; Quantitative Study of Exit Polling and Elections has two components. While most coursework will be completed in the Fall semester of 2020 on the College Park campus, a second major component will be participation in exit polling in and around the Washington, DC metro area. Students are expected to be available for this component **all day** on November 3, 2020. No other activities/obligations should be scheduled on that day. Additional information will be provided by the instructor. By registering for the Fall 2020 course GVPT 429A, I understand that I must also actively participate in the exit polling activities on November 3, 2020. In addition to election day, I understand that I will also have to complete two rounds of polling during early voting. These times are flexible and will be arranged with the professor. Failure to participate will result in a grade of “F” for the course.

________________________
Print Name

________________________
UID

________________________
Signature

________________________
Date

*** Students should submit form via email to Tristan Hightower, Assistant Director of GVPT Global Learning at thighto@umd.edu ***